-

being about 200 mrem/yr. Those receiving medical treatments are never subjected
to more than 1 rem/yr and occupational exposures are limited to S rem/yr.
Therefore, the only way for someone to experience doses of magnitudes greater than
low level radiation would be through a nuclear accident.
H a population of one million people were due to a nuclear accident, experience
a dose of 1 rem in a short period of time, 100 to 200 excess cancer deaths would
occur during the lifetimes of the population, which is not by any means
insignificant. However, when comparing this figure with the normal 160,000 cancer
deaths which would occur normally{natural background radiation would be that
cause of 1-2%) in the population without this excess radiation, the figure becomes
less devastating. (Hendee p.lS)

-
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RESEARCH : FOCUS ON PLUTONIUM
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Public Perception
However, upon evidence that the nuclear industry plays a small role in the
relative exposure to radiation, the word "radiation" still causes apprehension in many
people.

Cancer and radiation exposure are synonymous in the minds of many.

Misinformation and misunderstanding have been the cause for unnecessary alarm
in the public: sector. There is no dispute that radiation exposure and cancer are
linked. The former does cause the latter, but it is not a simple causal relationship.
There are m,my variables and the degree of exposure, as well as the area exposed
are of extrem.e importance in the causal process. Perhaps the substance most feared

-

and most misunderstood is plutoniurn(Pu). The rest of this paper will focus on this
man-made element that has come to be known as the most toxic and deadly
substance in the world.

More is known about the toxicology of plutonium than

about most other hazardous elements. Of course all radionuc1ides produce slightly
different health effects, but the physiological aspects are much the same as the
energies produce the same effect. The only difference is where the effects occur
within the body.
The perception that plutonium is the most toxic substance known to man is false.
Only certain forms administered via certain routes are toxic.
p.221)

(Mettler, Moseley

It is said that plutonium is so deadly that two pounds of it could kill

everyone in the world. This statement is perhaps somewhat true in that the amount
of radioactivity in two pounds of plutonium is significant, and if the element were
placed in the proper solution at a high concentration and then injected or surgically
40
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placed directly on the bone or liver surfaces, a significant portion of the population
treated would be at a higher risk than normal for developing cancer.

Notice,

however, all the conditions and the use of the word risk. It is quite an unrealistic
statement. Inhaling, ingesting or touching the most minute amounts of plutonium
will not absolutely and definitely give an individual cancer.

The risk is quite low

and in fact, nearly every human being in the world has some plutonium in their
bodies due to the fallout source. These statements, as those in opposition, are easily
made, but the balance of this paper will offer evidence in support of this fact and
that plutonium is less hazardous than many people think.

Physical Characteristics

-

The metal plutonium was discovered in 1940 since which time it has been studied
extensively. Plutonium was thought not to occur in nature, however traces of it
have been found in ancient West Mrican uranium deposits. (Chile p.50) The element
used today is synthesized through the decay of uranium for use in nuclear weapons,
and is a by-product of nuclear power.
The metal itself is silvery white and melts at 639.5 C degrees. It oxidizes readily
on warming in moist air.

When in elevated temperatures, it reacts with oxygen to

form plutonium dioxide which is green in color, highly refractory and melts at 22002400 C degrees. (Hodge et al. p.327)
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Uses
Fifteen isotopes of plutonium, listed in Table 14, have been synthesized, all being
radioactive and having half lives ranging from .18 seconds (Pu-237) to 76 million
years(Pu-244}. (5 p.324) Only a few are being used for military and commercial
purposes: Pu-239 (24,390 year half life), Pu-238(86.4 years) and Pu-241(13.2 years).
Pu-239 and Pu-241 are fissile, and are of interest when discussing reactors.

Pu-

236 and Pu-·237 are used in tracer studies and Pu-238 is used within cardiac
pacemakers cmd as a heat source in satellites.
Table 15 (Hodge et a1 p.325)
Ieotope

Half·life

Mass per

Principal radiations (Energy in MeV)

curie of
«·radiation

-

DIPu
·Pu
INPu
-Pu

·Pu
·Pu
··Pu
·Pu
·Pu
"'Pu'

IIlPu
14IIPu
IUPu
"'Pu
IUPu
-Pu

36 min

6580yr
(SFb 1.3xlOUyr)
13.2yr

4.41 g

3.79xlCJ6yr
(SFb 7 X 1()1° yr)
4.98 hr
'7.6 X 107 yr
!(SFb 2.5 X 1()1O yr)
lO.1 hr
10.85 hr

256.2g

a. 6.59 (2%); E.C.• 98%
a. 6.31 (0.1 %); E.C.· 99%
a. 6.20 (4%); 6.15 (1.9%); E.C.· 94%; ,,(Np nays)
a. 6,86 (0.003 %); E.C.· 99 + % ; " (Np xraya)
a. 5.77 (69%); 5.72 (31 %)." UL xrays, 0.048 (0.31 %),0.109 (0.012%)
e- 0.028, 0.043
a. 5.66,5.37 (0.0033%),,, Np nays 0.060 (5%)
e- 0.026, 0.032, 0.038, 0.042, 0.056
"Pu L xrays 0.145 (2%); e- 0.125 (76%) 0.140 (23%)
a 5.50 (72 %), 6.46 (28 %); UL nays 0.099 (8 X lo-a %),
0.150 (10"-1%),0.77 (5 X lo-a%); e-O.024, 0.039
at 6.16- (88%),5.11 (11 %);" 0.039 (0.007%),0.052 (0.020%),
0.125 (0.005%),0.374 (0.0012%),0.414 (0.0012%),0.65 (8 X 10-'%)
0.77 (2xlO"-1%); e-0.008, 0.019, 0.033, 0.047
at 5.17 (76%), 5.12 (24%);" UL xrays 0.65 (2x 10-'%),
e-o.026, 0.040
/1-0.021 max (99+%); at 4.90,4.85 (2.3 X 10"-1%)
" UL xrays 0.145 (1.6 X 1()-4%)
a. 4.90 (76%), 4.86 (24%);" UL nays

51.81 kg

/1-0.58 maXi e- 0.019, 0.036;" Am Lnays 0.084 (21 %) 0.381 (0.7%)
a. 4.58

20 min

9.0hn
26 min
2.85 yr
(SFb 3.5 X 10' yr)
45.6d
0.18 a
86.4yr
(SF b 4.9 x 1()1° yr)
24,390 yr
(SFb 5.5 X IOU)

2.22 !J.g
2,48!J.g
11.19!J.g

l.lmg
1.88 mg
24.8mg

57.45 mg
16.28 g

/1-

p- 0.33 max (10%), 0.15 max; e- 0.020,0.038,0.055,0.166
"Am L xrays 0.044 (30%), 0.180 (10%), 0.224 (25%)

• E.C.=Electron capture. b S.F.=Spont&neous fieaion.
Compiled from LEDERER, HOLLA.NDER and PKBLMA.N (1967).

Pu-239, used both for military and power purposes due its being inexpensive and
having a smaller critical mass(desirable for more efficient warheads), is the
radioisotope that is of most biologic concern due to its 24,390 year half life and
emission of alpha particles with a high energy of 5.15 Mev and a range of 24 urn
in bone and 40 um in tissue. (Mettler, Moseley p 221) Plutonium used for defense
purposes is made. Nuclear power plants create plutonium through the process of
fission (the typical 1000 Mwatt plant generates several kilograms of Pu-239 per
week) (Patterson p.33). A particular problem with Pu-239 is that this form ignites
readily in air. It has caught fire many times in weapons machinery and in storage
which becomes an even greater problem when it is an uncontrolled fire. Plutonium
fires are hot enough to melt through stainless steel.(Chile p.51)

-

Pu-241 is a beta emitter and is therefore only a skin hazard. Pu-238 used in
pacemakers and satellites as a heat source has a high rate of alpha emission and its
half life of 86.4 years makes it 280 times more hazardous that Pu-239 when
considered on a mass basis.(Mettler, Moseley p.221) In the case of pacemakers, 1500
of these plutonium powered machines have been implanted. Plutonium is used
because of its long half life allowing the pacemaker to run reliably for 30 years,
however they are expensive.

They contain less than 1/100 of an ounce of

plutonium, yet if one of those people using them decides to leave the country, they
must inform the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (Chile p.88) The plutonium used
to power satellites has only been a problem when a satellite fell short of its orbit
in 1964.

It was designed to bum on reentry which it did not. This accident

increased the amount of plutonium in the environment by 4.5%. Satellites are now
designed to shield the plutonium and allow it to reach the ground intact.(Chile p.88)
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Overall, it is estimated that the United States has 100 tons of plutonium in reactor
fuel and spent fuel; 80-90 tons in weapons; less than a ton in our environment and
bodies; and a few pounds in satellites and pacemakers. (Chile p.50)

If the

government had not made it a policy to keep defense and energy separate in
regards to plutonium.

Exposure

How can an individual be exposed to plutonium? Workers through accidents,
particularly in the days of the Manhattan Project, were at most risk. Those exposed
have served a beneficial purpose because they do provide an excellent long-term
source of information on plutonium exposure in humans which will be examined

-

later.
However the average individual can be and is exposed due to nuclear weapons
atmospheric testing that took place between 1945 and 1976 which released several
different isotopes of plutonium. The important radionuclides from fallout are Pu239,240,238 and 241. The latter has only a 14 year half life, but it important due
to its decay to Americium-241 which has a 430 half life.
plutonium

r«~leased

The total amount of

is estimated, according to UNSCEAR 1982, as approximately 5

tons. (.3 to .S MCi of Pu-239 and Pu-24O). This figure does not include 17 KCi from
a satellite

reE~ntry

accident releasing Pu-238 in 1964.(Mettler, Moseley p 221) The Pu-

238 (half life of 86.4 years) is 280 times more radioactive per unit mass.
Most of this has fallen out of the stratosphere, however, it still remains in the

-

biosphere in land and water in oxide form as insoluble aerosol particles.

That

which has fallen out remains in the top 10 centimeters of soil and in the ocean, 50%
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of which is below the thermocline. Trace amounts are found just about everywhere.
(BEIR IV p. ,304) The dose to humans through the year 2000 has been calculated
cumulatively as : 1.6 mrad to the lungs, 1.7 mrads to the liver, and 1.5 mrad to the
bone lining c:ells. (Mettler, Moseley p.222)
Exposure by the nuclear industry to plutonium may occur, aside from an
accident, only through fuel reprocessing(not done in the U.S.) when it may be
discharged in minute quantities in the liquid effluent. (Mettler, Moseley p.222)
Fortunately plants do not readily concentrate plutonium, so it will not become
entrained in the systems of aquatic animals. Therefore the ingestion pathway for
humans is almost negligible. There is a significant amount of the element present
in nuclear

-

r€~actors,

extreme accident.

but there is no way for it to be released other than by an
In the Three Mile Island incident, none was released.

At

Chernobyl, only small amounts were released. (BEIR IV p.304)
Although the element plutonium has been studied a great deal, data on human
exposure is limited to those occupationally exposed during the Manhattan Project,
autopsies done on members of the general population and the administration of
small amounts of the element to terminally ill patients. All other data comes from
studies done on animals, which is then applied to humans. The extrapolation of
these studies to humans is obviously of debatable accuracy.
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.PATHWAYS TO HUMANS
As stated previously, there is a significant amount of plutonium in the

environment that humans can be exposed to.
relatively

larg4~r

There is some in the air, but a

amount in the soil and water. Plutonium being in the environment

does not necessarily mean it will find its way into the human body; however, most
humans do have plutonium in their body (BEIR N p.304) Most humans, though,
do not have cancer.

Biological effects of the element depend upon it entering the

body in SOmE! fashion, being deposited in radiosensitive tissues (susceptibility of
tissues is shown in Table 17) and in some cases then being transported to other
body tissues. (BEIR N p.305) Retention of the deposit will depend on clearance

-

mechanisms which in different phases, clear the element by the blood to other
tissues or through bodily excretions. There are many confounding variables in
dealing with the behavior of plutonium in the body.
Table 17
(Mettler, Moseley p.7S)

Susceptibility of Different Tissues
To Radiation-Induced Cancer
High
Bone Marrow (leukemia)
Breast (female)
Thyroid (more common in females)
Moderate
Gastrointestinal tract
Liver
Lung
Lymphatic system
Pancreas

Pharynx
Low
Bladder
Bone
Brain
Connective tissue
Kidney
Larynx
Nasal sinuses
Ovary
Salivary glands
Skin
Very Low or Absent
Cervix
Chronic lymphatic leukemia
Melanoma
Prostate
Uterus

The easiest way to discuss the issue is to look at animal studies and then
supplement 1hat data with human epidemiological studies. The studies have been
done with three main pathways in mind : percutaneous/skin; gastrointestinal
tract/ingestion; and the respiratory tract/inhalation. The latter two overlap in some
areas. The pathway of greatest importance is that of entry into the respiratory tract
from which transport to the liver, bones, blood, lymph nodes and other tissues being
typical. Inhalation also represents the greatest chance for eventual health problems.
(BEIR IV p.305)

The other two are significant in regards to occupational exposure

and fallout exposure, respectively.

-

Percutaneous
This is the least likely route of plutonium into the body of an average person.
Concentrations in the soil and water are too low to be of any significance for
someone touching it to be contaminated. Entry through the skin is important when
considering ()ccupational exposure or in the hypothetical "accident" situation where
plutonium c()ntamination is a factor.
Percutaneous absorption through intact skin is low. Plutonium consist of alpha
particles which have a very small range (.0005 em) in tissue, therefore they do not
penetrate down through the epidermis to the radiosensitive cells of the basal layer
of the skin, unless there are open cuts or wounds in the upper layer. Although a
minute amount may travel down the hair follicles.
There is virtually no absorption of insoluble plutonium compounds(Le. plutonium
dioxide) such as those found in soils and water due to fallout sources, and soluble
47
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compounds such as nitrates, citrates and chlorides are absorbed slightly as
exemplified by the following examples.

Studies done show that the maximum

absorption during short term contact is .OS% during one hour. This absorption only
takes place when the element is in a nitric acid solution. OCRP 19 p.1S) Increasing
acidity of the solution increases the absorption of the compound. (Hodge et al.
p.363) In oxide forms, absorption was less than .00001 % during the first hour after
deposition. (BEIR IV p.306)

Another study in which 10 ug (micrograms) of

concentrated acid solution containing plutonium was applied to a human hand for
eight hours, found the rate of absorption to be .0002% per hour. (ICRP 19 p.1S) A
study confirming this rate, was one which a human hand was immersed for several
minutes in a solution of plutonium and acid. They found through urine analysis,
that absorption was .00002% of the activity initially present on the hand. (ICRP 19
~-

p.1S)
No further studies detailing effects of such entry, aside from wound entry, could
be found and are assumed to be negligible. Those studies of entry through wound
sites have an been at high concentrations and are therefore not applicable in this
report. However, percutaneous absorption through intact skin has been found to
produce the most severe effects, such as tumors, at the site of entry, although no
deaths due to this pathway have been reported.
Overall, the unbroken skin has been shown to be an effective barrier against the
entry of plutonium into the body. An individual could actually hold a solid piece
of plutonium on the intact skin of their hand and experience no detrimental effects.
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Gastrointestinal Tract
Due to the fact that the majority of plutonium that was released into the
atmosphere has fallen out into the soil and water of the planet, some of the element
will be incorporated into the human system through food and water. The former,
where most of the element is located, fortunately represents nearly a negligible
pathway

du~~

to the fact that plutonium is not readily uptaken by plants, and

therefore not able to concentrate in the ecological food chain. However, the G-I tract
is significant in that part of the respiratory tract deposit is cleared here.
Like the skin, the lining of the G-I tract provides a good barrier to the uptake
ofthe element by the body. This again is due to the fact that the range of alpha

,-

particles in insufficient to penetrate the walls of the tract to reach the inner cells.
(BEIR N p.309)

Most studies done have found that adult animals have an

absorption of approximately .01 % through the intestinal walls. (BEIR N p.308)
Absorption is also influenced by the solubility of the particles. Plutonium dioxide
is highly insoluble and its presence in the intestines render it even more insoluble
due to the fact that the intestines maintain a high pH which favors hydrolysis which
results in the formation of colloidal particles.

Normally soluble plutonium

compounds have an absorption of 10(-2)% and insoluble compounds have an
absorption of 10(-4).(CEC pJO When plutonium is present in the intestines with
food, most of the particles are adsorbed onto undigestible food particles at which
point they become much more insoluble, and will likely be excreted. aCRP p.14)

-

However, if the particles attach to digestible food particles, their absorption increases
to 10(-6). (BEIR N p.336)
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The amount that is absorbed will be retained within the system depending on the
chemical stability of the complex relative to the degree of complexation between the
plutonium and the tissue; and the metabolic stability of the complexing agent. H
the complex is highly stable(biologically and chemically), then it will not readily
disassociate and will be absorbed rapidly, but then almost completely excreted (over
99% in two days). (ICRP p.14)
Table 18 (CEC p.178)

so year committed dose

to tissues in man following ingestion
of plutonium

rad uCi- 1 ingested
(;.:.c: ..;,.

Tissue

;

F"

(insoluble)

b
Class W
(soluble)

Liverc,d

8.1 E-03

8.1 E-02

Endosteal cells c

3.9 E-02

3.9 E-01

Bone marrowc,d

3. 1 E-03

3.1 E-02

Lower large intestine 1.0 E-02

1.0 E-02

Gonadsc,d

l

4.8 E-04

4.8 E-03

a)

0.OO1~ absorbed.

b)

0.01~ absorbed.

c)

Assumes that of the activity entering the blood 4.5% is deposited in
the eke leton (Ti 100 years) 45% in the 11ver ('Ii 40 years) O. 011~
in the ovaries and 0.03.5% in the testes. '!he activity deposited
in the gonads is assumed to be retained indefinitely.

d)

Average organ doses.

e)

Dose calculated to the osteoprogenitor cells assumed to be within
10 um ol the endosteal surface of bone (ICRP 1971).
Reference Adams, 1918.

so

In general, there is little concern over the ingestion pathway. As stated previously,

the main concern with the G-I tract is due to the fact that a fraction of the
respiratory tract clearance translocate there, an amount which is minimal in
comparison to what the lungs absorb directly. (BEIR IV p.308) Though it should be
noted that continuous ingestion may lead to the presence of measurable amounts of
the element within the body. The dose over 50 years following the ingestion of
plutonium is shown in Table 18. However, within the United States, the ingestion
route (as a contribution to the Plutonium burden on organs) is 1000 times less than
that of the inhalation route.

-.
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.Respiratory Tract
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
The inhalation route is the most common pathway through which plutonium can
overcome the barriers of the body and reach and possibly injure living cells. (BEIR
N p.309)

'rVhen the plutonium particles are inhaled, they will deposit themselves

in one of three regions depending on the particle size, density and shape. These
regions inclu.de : the nasopharynx(N-P) region from which rapid clearance will occur;
the tracheo-bronchial (T-B) region which also experiences rapid clearance and the
pulmonary (P) region Oungs) from which 40% of the deposit is rapidly cleared. The
particle may also be exhaled. aCRP p.6)

--

As discussed earlier, deposition, as well as clearance rate and location, subsequent

clearance from that location and excretion in the feces and urine are all highly
dependent on the characteristics of the particle such as shape, density, and solubility.
Size,

howeve~r,

is the determining factor.(CEC p.l) The ICRP has developed a model

for a 70 kilogram(154 pound) male worker who has inhaled particles with diameters
of 1 micrometer. At this size 30% is deposited in the N-P region, 8% in the T-B
region and 25% in the lungs. The fraction exhaled is 37%.

A soluble particle is

cleared to the blood more extensively and rapidly than by the G-I tract. (ICRP p.7)
A large particle, 100% of which will deposit in the N-P and T-B regions due to its
size, will be cleared (70% of the total inhaled amount) quite rapidly to the blood
stream. Only.1 % of initial material inhaled will reach the blood stream during the

--

early clearance phase where small particles are concerned. (ICRP p.7) Plutonium
dioxide partides which are highly insoluble, have been found to remain in the lung
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with only a few percent being translocated to the blood. (ICRP p.7)
Early clearance mechanisms are of little critical importance to the overall dose to
the lung because long term retention is of overruling importance. (ICRP p.7) Studies
have found that 60% of particles deposited in the lung that are not rapidly cleared,
are lost within fifty days (soluble particles) and 500 days (insoluble particles). (ICRP
p.7) Also studies have been done with using cigarette smoke, which as expected,
depressed clearance mechanisms significantly in rats and dogs. (BEIR IV p.322)
The dose over 50 years following the inhalation of plutonium aerosols is shown
in Table 19.

inhalation

Table 19
(CEC p.177)

r&d uCi

-1

Class Y
(insoluble)

Tissue

inhaled
Class W
(soluble)

L1JlI8b

5.9 E 01

3."1 E 00

c d
Liver '

3.9 E 01

9.8 E 01

Endosteal oellso,e

1.8 E 02

4.6 E 02

1.4 E 01

3.7 E 01

5.9 E-03

5.4 E-03

2.2 E 00

5.9 E 00

Bone marro....o,d
Lower large intestine
Gonadsc,d

f

.) L1JlI8 deposition and olearanoe p&rlUlleters as defined in the rCRP
'l'a~ Group Lung Model (rCRP 1966a, 1972) •
• ) Average dose to lung and assooiated lymph nodes (lCRP, 1977).

'0) Assumes that of the activity.entering the blood 45% is deposited
in the skeleton (Ti 100 years) 45% in the liver (Ti 40 years) 0.011"
in the ovaries and 0.035% in the testes. '!he activity deposited in
the gonads is assumed to be retained indefinitely.

t)

Ave~ organ doses •

• ) Dose oalculated to the osteoprogenitor oells assumed to be .... ithin
10 um of the endosteal surface of dose (leRP 1977).

t)

Average dose absorbed by the muoosal oell layer taken to be 1" of that
at the surface of the aut oontents.
Referenoe Adams 1978.
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ANIMAL SlUDIES ON HEALTH EFFECTS
Overall Effects
The biological effects of inhaled plutonium have been studied for over 30 years
using many types of animals. It has been said that a "dust mote of plutonium in
the lungs of a dog can provoke a knot of fibrosis big enough to kill it within a
month." (Chile p.49) This statement is a very general one and cannot be argued
either way. A more specific statement would be that "70 nCi deposited in the lungs
of beagles is significant enough to cause cancer in 100% of the dogs living for more
than 1600 days." (Hendee p.21S) The words significant enough and the dose are of
importance.

--

The average concentration of plutonium found in the lungs of a

member of the general population is .27 pCi/kg.(.00027 nCi) The studies detailed
below provide evidence that "the dust mote" statement is should not be taken as
proof that minute quantities of plutonium will always cause cancer.

One study done at Pacific Northwest Laboratory employed 1000 beagle dogs.
They forced

116 dogs to inhale known concentrations of Pu-239 dioxide, 116 to

inhale Pu-238 dioxide and 105 to Pu-239 nitrate. There was also a control group of
66 dogs. The' maximum dose was .5 microcuries/kg which resulted in a dose to the
lungs of 4000 rads which resulted in radiation pneumonitis in most of those dogs
exposed to 1he extremely high doses. As of September 30,1986, 172 of the dogs,
receiving lesser concentrations and doses were still alive. In all, 98 deaths occurred

-

in the three to fifteen years after exposure to the Pu-239 dioxide, with only 48 being
due to lung cancer. Three bone tumors were found, but they were in the group
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-

exposed to the lowest concentration, creating speculation about the relationship
between dose and effect. Tumors were also found in the control animals. In the
3 to 12.5 years after exposure to Pu-238 dioxide, 72 deaths occurred, 4 of which
were related to lung tumors, 33 to bone tumors(13 of which were unrelated to
death). Three to nine years after exposure to Pu-239 nitrate, 38 deaths occurred, 4
of which were related to lung tumors, and 21 to bone tumors.(11 of these also had
lung tumors unrelated to death) There is a high probability that these deaths were
related to their plutonium exposure, although the relationship of other causes of
death to plutonium exposures is very uncertain. (BEIR p.318)
However risk estimates have been made. This study is not complete but the best
estimate thus far indicates that the risk of developing a lung tumor ranges from

-

about 450-650 lung tumors/10(6) rad(1 billion) to the lung. The lowest lung doses
at which tumors were found were between 30 to 120 rad to the lung for Pu-239(166
to 175 months) and 100 rad to the lung for Pu-238 (134 months). (BEIR N p.318)
Due to the number of lung tumors in unexposed control dogs (4/20 or 25%) and
the

numbE~r

of dogs receiving each dose, it may not be possible to evaluate the lung

tumor risk at doses approaching those within human exposure cases.(BEIR N p.318)
Another major inhalation study is underway at the Inhalation Toxicology Research
Institute, which is using Pu-238 dioxide and Pu-239 dioxide aerosols.

They are

administeling doses to 576 dogs between .00002 to 2 microcuries/kg of their body
weight.(A lung burden of .00023 microcuries/kilogram of body weight in a dog is
approximately equal to .016 microcuries of Plutonium in the lungs of a 70 kilogram
human). Of the 216 dogs exposed to PU-239, 135 were dead after 8 to 10 years.

-

In the highest dose group, radiation pneumonitis and pulmonary fibrosis were the
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causes of death.

Lung carcinoma was the only cause of death in low dose

groups.(BEIR IV p.320)
Other studies done with lower doses have found that a lung deposition in dogs
of .05 microcuries/gram induced pulmonary fibrosis and early tumor formation
within five years after exposure. (BEIR IV p.316) Deposition of .1 microcuries/ gram
was found to lead to respiratory failure within ten months. A deposition of 1 to
2 microcuriE!s/ gram in rodents, dogs and primate can lead to, within a month or
two, respiratory insufficiency due to fibrosis between the lungs. (BEIR IV p.316)
Under other dog studies, it has been found that 85% of inhaled plutonium
particles have a biological half life in the body of 4 years. The remaining 15% have
half lives ranging from 50 days initially and doubling every year. (ICRP 19 p.7)
Following

d'~position

of between .2 to 50 microcuries, lung retention time was found

to be at least 1000 days. (CEC p.23) Approximately 25% of the initial pulmonary
deposit will be excreted eventually via the G-I tract and 1% will go directly to the
blood.

The remaining 75% is translocated to the lymph nodes from which 30%

reaches the blood(half time of one year) and 70% remains there indefinitely. The
fraction found in the lymph nodes was larger than was predicted and the fact that
there is no turnover in the deposit is seen as a problem.(ICRP 19 p.8) The lymph
nodes will be discussed in a later section.

However, an important point to

remember throughout the discussion of animal studies, is that doses administered
to the animals are at significant enough levels to a to cause severe lung an lymph
node damage. This may be a factor if clearance mechanisms are influenced or
-

damaged. Lower doses of radiation causing little, if any damage, may be cleared
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at a faster rate, thereby causing less damage to the tissue. aCRP 19 p.8)
Although the ICRP has concluded from the studies that the only body tissue in
which plutonium will cause a lethal effect is in the pulmonary region, aCRP p.13)
it is still important to examine more closely the areas to which plutonium, cleared
from the IWlgs, translocates.

Liver and Bone Translocation
These two areas have been studied most thoroughly in regards to plutonium
translocation. Animal experiments and analysis of human tissues confirm that the
liver and skeleton are the principle receptors of transuranics entering the blood.
(BEIR IV p.31) According to the above study, this would seem to be only 1 % of

--

the total deposit. Other studies have found the percentage to be greater. Early
investigations estimated that 10% of the original inhaled dose is rapidly absorbed
into the blood. (Hodge et al p.372)
The ICRP has concluded after the animal studies and reviewing data from human
autopsies that of the plutonium entering the blood, 30% is translocated to the liver
with a half time retention there of 20 years and 50% ends up in the skeleton with
a half time of 50 years.(BEIR IV p.315) The skeletal deposits are concentrated on the
bone surfaces with smaller amounts in the marrow.

Initially liver deposits are

uniformly distributed. The deposits localize after a certain period of time.
Translocation studies in the rat have found that the skeleton is the most important
uptake site due to the fact that plutonium is rapidly lost from the rat liver, mainly

-

through bile secretion. The dog and human liver have been found to retain more
than rodents do. The retention half time in the dog liver is estimated at 10 years.
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Although retention in the monkey liver was found to be much less than in the dog
liver, which may be significant in that the system of monkey are seen as more
similar to humans than of dogs. (BEIR IV p.314)
The concentrations of plutonium attributed to fallout have been found in the bone
and liver to range from between .5 to 1.5 picocuries/kg, with higher concentrations
being found in the liver. (BEIR IV p.313)
In the dog study being done at Pacific Northwest Laboratory discussed in the

previOUS section, radiation doses from plutonium as low as 10 rads were found to
induce liver tumors in dogs.(BEIR IV p.323) Inhaled Pu-238 dioxide(not Pu-239) and
Pu-238 nitrate were found to be potent inducers of bone tumors in dogs also. After
11 to 13 years, bone sarcoma was determined to be the cause of death in 84 of the

-

Inhaled insoluble Pu-239 dioxide(the radionuclide of significance for

116 dogs.

fallout) does not induce bone tumors because of its long retention time in the tissues
of the respira.tory tract and its low rate of translocation to the bone. (BEIR IV p.324)
Table 20 on the next page shows the numbers of bone and lung cancers in rats after
inhalation.
There has been very little plutonium found in the bone marrow of animals;
therefore, translocation to the marrow is not seen as a problem. In addition, there
is no experimental evidence showing that plutonium causes leukemia.
Loss of

thE~

deposition from the bone is related to : the mechanisms and the sites

of deposition, the extent and rate of skeletal rebuilding, the individual bone type,
the shifting equilibrium with other tissues and excretions, the degree of radiation
damage to the bone and other body tissues, and the age, sex and species of the
animal. (ICRP 19 p.40)

For example, radiation damaged bones will likely have
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prolonged rE!tention due to reduced cellular rebuilding (bone remodeling).
Table 20
(CEC p.127)
Comparison of the number of cancers in rat bone and lUllf\' after
inhalation of various alpha emitters
(Lafuma et al, 1975; Ballou et al, 1975)
Initial
Wng

Bone
cancers/rats

Deposit
("Ci g-1)

-

Wng

cancers/rats

Bone
cancers/LWlg
cancers

%

Plutonium-239
dioxide

0.01

-

0.73

0/108

Plutonium-239
nitrate

0.08

-

0.50

2/42

Plutonium-2)8
dioxide

0.015 -

0.09

Plutonium-2)8
nitrate

0.11

-

!JDericium-241
dioxide

0.02

Americium-241
nitrate
Curium-244 .
nitrate

65/108

0

23/42

9

1/45

8/45

12

0.40

4/56

6/56

63

-

0.48

10/114

61/114

17

0.17

-

1.52

16/204

65/204

25

0.0)

-

0.28

1/48

9/48

10

Einsteinium-253
0.25 - 12.0*
ohloride

20/96

8/96

262

* expressed

.

as "Ci in whole lWlg

One study done, using the assumption that retention time increases with larger,
longer-lived species, estimates skeletal retention half time is one to two time the
average life expectancy of the species.

A study using mice data confirmed this,

predicting that the half time in the human skeleton would be 65 to 130 years. A
different study based on relating skeletal retention to body weight found the half
time retention to be 36 years with a range of 17 to 75 years. (ICRP 19 p.4S) After
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studying all this infonnation, the ICRP believes it safe to assume a half time
retention on 100 years in the human skeleton. (ICRP 19 p.46) The number of years
is really irrelevant past a certain point. Plutonium translocated from the respiratory
tract to bone will be present in the affected human until after death.
To summarize, plutonium disappears much more rapidly from the liver of small
animals, than from larger ones where more is retained and loss is slower. (ICRP 19
p.38) Retention time in the bone is indefinite, while loss from the liver is rapid
(only 3% remaining after 2-3 months). (ICRP 19 p.45)

It should be noted that

"Although liver tumors are rarely induced by inhaled plutonium in animals, this
does not negate a potential liver tumor risk in humans" (BEIR IV p.323)

-

Lymph Nodes Translocation
Despite
is

th€~

aforementioned estimates that 75% of Plutonium deposited in the lungs

translocatE~d

to the lymph nodes, tumors have only rarely been observed in the

lymphatic tissues. (ICRP 19 p.12)

It is for this reason that although the

concentration in the lymph nodes is many times that in the lung, it is not
considered a critical organ in the inhalation pathway for low and high doses of
plutonium to. rats, dogs or humans. (BEIR IV p.325) This demonstrates an important
point in regards to this element. Despite the fact that plutonium is bombarding this
organ with its high energy alpha emissions, no determined detrimental effects occur
to that specific organ.
However, the reduction in lymphocytes in the circulating blood is seen as an
important response to the deposition of plutonium in the respiratory tract.

The

lymphocytes are the most radiosensitive cells in the body. (BEIR IV p.325) Although
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it is seen an important response, no health effects have been determined and as

stated previously, no evidence of plutonium being leukemogenic has been found.
Translocation due to inhaled plutonium compounds in tissues other than the lungs,
lymph nodes, liver and bone is relatively small and seen as insignificant after
extensive research. (BEIR IV p.326)

HUMAN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES

Plutonium Workers Studies
As stated previously, there are many reasons that results of animal studies should

be used as reference, not as firm evidence. There are obvious differences between
humans and animals in regards to their life span, types of cancer and body systems,

-

and in confounding variables. (BEIR IV p.329) In many of the animal studies, the
plutonium is deposited in the lungs surgically or injected. This method of study
provides some important data, but it does not give information about particles
inhaled naturally and over a long period of time as is the case in real life.
Information gathered from humans through autopsies is much more useful in
determining "real-life" risk estimates.
Since the people in the Northern hemisphere have been exposed to low levels of
Pu-239 from atmospheric weapons testing and to Pu-238 from the accidental
disintegration of power sources from an aborted spaceflight, this would seem to be
a good source for study. Fortunately, these levels from fallout are really too low
to expect any detectable health effects, so only occasionally have autopsies on the

-

general population been done. This will be discussed in the following section.
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Another source is those who have been and are at risk of being occupationally
exposed to plutonium. Since the Manhattan Project began in 1943, between five and
ten thousand people have been in such a position.

According to a government

survey, between 1957 and 1970, 203 U.S. government contractor personnel were
exposed to the element (131 through inhalation, 48 through skin wounds, 84 through
both and 16 unidentified routes) (BEIR IV p.327)
Included in this source of the human exposure database are studies done on
employees at Rocky Flat Nuclear Weapons Plant and Los Alamos National
Laboratory. The most extensive was a mortality study done on 5,413 white males
employed for at least two years at the Rocky Flats Plant and followed through 1979.
Data was collected based on records of urine bioassays, badge readings and
documented radiation exposures.

Subsequent investigation found the causes of

death for 99.9% of the group; the collected information was then compared to data
on monitored, but unexposed workers. Separate analyses were then conducted for
2,5 and 10 year periods of latency from the date that a worker reached 2
nanocuries(.002 microcuries) of plutonium or 1 rem of external radiation exposure.
(BEIR IV p.327)
The average external dose was found to be 4.13 rem and the average plutonium
burden was 1.75 nanocuries. Approximately 25% were exposed to both 2 nanocuries
or more and 1 rem or more. The mortality rate for the whole group was found to
be less than expected based on U.S. mortality figures. This standardized mortality
ratio was 62 for all causes of death and 71 for all causes of cancer. However, there

-

was a significant excess risk for the development of benign and unspecified
neoplasms with a standardized mortality ratio of 376. (BEIR IV p.327)
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No significant increasing dose-response trend was found with a 2, 5 or 10 year
latency period for any cause of death, although as just stated, those with plutonium
burdens do face a slight risk of neoplasms.

These neoplasms have not been

observed commonly in animal studies which have covered a wide range of doses
with thousands of animals. This analysis also showed no elevated risks for cancer
of the tissues that show the highest concentrations of plutonium in other studies.
(BEIR IV p.328)
The Los Alamos study followed for 37 years, 26 workers with the highest known
plutonium o::mcentrations at the faci1ity(between 5 and 420 nanocuries). The only
health effects noted were those that would be expected in a group of unexposed

--

males. (CEC p.18) No increased risks attributable to exposure were noted. A later
investigation of workers from 1%9 through 1978 found no significant excess risks.
(BEIR IV p.328) Another study at Los Alamos which took into account the cancer
incidence at the laboratory found the cancer incidence to be 420 cancers per 100,000
workers which was slightly higher than the New Mexico average of 311/100,000
people. (Hendee p.217) A similar study at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, also
heavily involved in the nuclear industry, found 123 cancers per 100,000 people. The
national average at the time was 230/100,OOO.(Hendee p.218)
Another study at Windscale, a British Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant, was done
on 14 workers who had an estimated plutonium body content which was over the
permissible maximum body burden. Once again, no patholOgical findings could be
related to exposure to plutonium in any of these cases. (CEC p.19)
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TABLE 20 (CEC p.14)
~ribution

of plutonium in autop!y tissues of oooupationally exposed workers

Time from possible
first exposure
to death
(years)

lmlg

6

5980

2130

60

20

20

NR

2800
4070

16600
3400

248
9350

23
7200

20

351
14652
2508
880
3960
2838
)900

37560
9790
550
5390
330

97

97600

850
11600
85096
46000
150896
26845

500
242
88
213
1848
130
4700
171
28
2389

Conoentration of pl~tOni~ in tissues
dis min- kg-

12
25
21
4
1
9
<1

-

-

-

13
15
15
19
25
31+
27
29
20
25
+

TBLN
NA
MRL
S)t:~l~t"l"'.

NG
NR

34100
6334
2522
8538
377
SA

8465
297
375
290
69955

TBIB

NA

NA

8572
563750
2298
10352
3678
787949

SpeoimenIJ obtained at biopsy
TraoheobJ~nohial lymph nodes
Tissue nc)t available
Minimum reporting level
Aver~ c:onoentration of resul ts
Cause of death not given
Not reool~ded

Referenoes
A

B

C
D

E

Norwood ut aI, 1973
Schofield and Dolphin, 1974
Popplewell, 1977
Lagerquist et al, 1973

MacInroy, 1976

Liver

Skeleton

3209
78
1294
867
672
39000
310
297
98)6
4343
2866
702
59
NA

<1
538
74
3846

r~ported

--

NA

612
34
87
3550
12
85
18
1117

Cause of Death

Reference

Cardiac embolism
pulmonary
Suioide
Complications of
heart surgery
Coronary infarotion
Coronary thrombosis
Bronohitis
Aooident

A

Kidney

600

58
15
NA

15
44
NA

,

A
A
A
B
B
B

Coronary thrombosis

B

Coronary

B

600

t}~ombosis

N.G.
N.G.

D

N.G.

D

N.G.

E

N.G.
N.G.

E

<MRL

N.G.

E

NA

N.G.
Living

E

N.G.

E

N.G.
N.G.
N.G.

E

28
4
47
50
71

NA

1
10
1
57

Lungs

TBIB
Liver
Skeleton
Kidneys

1000
15
1800
10000
310

C

E

E

E
E

g
g
g
g
g

The findings of a study done on plutonium workers are shown in Table 20.
Unfortunately, the causes of death for half of these people are not given. Overall,
studies of plutonium workers have produce negative findings. However it should
be noted that at the current time, we do not have the ability to detect small
increases in risk in workers due to small study groups and at times, inadequate in
analysis.

(H€~ndee

p.322) But as of 1972, the ICRP was confident in stating that no

malignancies from plutonium deposition in man had been reported.(ICRP 19 p.47)
This is confirmed by BEIR IV which states that "the limited human epidemiological
studies of transuranic elemental deposition have failed to demonstrate any
unequivocal association of exposure with cancer formation at any anatomical

.-

location. Although dearly identified in experimental animals given plutonium, no
significant hmg, bone or liver cancer risk has been found in plutonium workers
exposed thirty years or more." (BEIR IV p.329)

However the fact that exposure

times have been short and the number exposed has been relatively small should be
taken into account.

Cancer Risk Estimates
In the absence of risk as found in human epidemiological studies as far a
plutonium is concerned, data concerning those exposed to other alpha-emitting
radionudides, such as uranium miners and radium dial painters, is used to estimate
cancer risks. Table 21 shows risk estimates for fatalities from cancer, while Table

,-

22 estimates the cancer risk for specific tissues.
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Table 21 (CEC p.166)
a
~sk coefficients for deaths from cancer ,

Tissue nt Risk

Cgncer deaths per
10 man rad alpha

Effect

Lung Cancer
Liver
Liver Cancer
b
Cells on endosteal surfaces
Bone Cancer
Bone ma.rrow
Leukaemia
G.l. tract
G.l. tract cancer
Wng

-

400c
1COd
1COd

400c
400c

a.

These risk coefficients can be considered to a~ply to
doses received over a short period (eg, 1 year) compared
with the plateau period for cancer induction.

b.

The risk coefficient applies to doses to the osteoprogeni tor cells, assumed to be within 10 iJlII of the
endc)steal surface of bone.

c.

Derived from follow-up studies on humans exposed
pre(iominantly to low LET radiation. The risk
coefficients c~lculated have been multiplied by a
quality factor of 20 for alpha radiation.

d.

Derived from follow-up studies on humans exposed
predominantly to alpha irradiation.

e.

Risk coefficients for deaths from cancers of the lung,
cells on e~dosteal surfaces and bone marrow are consistent
with those given in lCRP Publication 26, 1971.
No Elpecific risk coefficients are given by lCRP for the
livE·r and the gastrointestinal tract.
Lifetime Risk Estimates For Fatal
Radiogenic Cancers
Excess Fatalities in
1 Million Persons
Exposed/O.Ol Gy (rad)
Organ or Tissue

Table 22 (Mettler, Moseley p.llS)
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Lung
Breast (female)
Marrow Oeukemia)
Brain
Stomach
Colon
Thyroid
Liv::r
Salivary glands
Cranial sinuses
Esophagus
Small intestine
Rectum
Bladder
Ovary
Lymphoid tissues
All cancers O>oth sexes)

37

(25-50)·

35 (10-60)
20
12
12
12
12
10
6
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
164

Data from UNSCEAR 1977.n
-Numbers in parentheses indicate range.

(15-25)
(10-15)
(10-12)
(10-15)
(5-15)
(5-15)
(2-10)
(2-5)
(2-5)
(2-5)
(2-5)
(2-5)
(2-5)
(2-5)

Lung Cancer
Using data from uranium miners and those exposed to similar types of radiation,
no "unequivocal risk" was found. Once again the sample size used was small and
exposures were limited in magnitude. (BEIR IV p.330)
Risk estimates based on a procedure used by the ICRP was based on terms in
which a dOSE! caused one cancer per million in the population. This dose was found
to be 52 mrad for soluble plutonium, 14 mrad for insoluble plutonium(Le. plutonium
dioxide) and 40 mrad for all alpha emitting particles. When the ICRP used mining
estimates, th4?y figured a much lower dose of 1.4 mrad would cause one cancer per
million persons. This latter figure takes into account the smoker risk. The risk to
a nonsmoker would be less by a factor of ten. (BEIR IV p.331)

Bone Cancer
Extensive human data in this area is available due to studies regarding 1700
people exposed to radium from 1910 to 1930. These were the radium dial painters
who were unknowingly contaminating themselves with radiation by painting watch
dials. These occupationally exposed people have been followed for over 55 years
providing an excellent source of long term data. As of 1974, of these 1700 people,
54 had bone cancer and 27 had cancer of the sinuses.

From this study, it is

estimated that plutonium deposition in the bone will produce 300 bone cancer
deaths per million person rad received beyond a latency period of relatively little
increased risk. (BEIR IV p.334)
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Once again this study is related to radium.

Due to the fact that plutonium

remains in the bone for the duration of life of a human, it would seem that more
bone cancers would have been found if plutonium had been the substance used to
paint the dials. This study would seem also to be important due to exposure over
a longer period of time. However, as stated earlier in this section, no evidence of
cancer due to plutonium deposition has been found and the findings of this study
can be

appliE~d

limitedly to plutonium.

Liver Cancer
Liver tumors were not found to be associated with any human exposures to
transuranic elements. (BEIR IV p.335) Liver cancer has a very long latency period
so the only people or animals they have been found in are those that are already
dying from lung or bone cancer, which have a stronger association to exposure to
such elements, or those that are dying from other causes. (BEIR N p.335)
From extrapolation, liver retention time is predicted as 15 years with limits of 5
to 68 years. The ICRP has recommended 40 years as the half time of depletion in
the human body. (ICRP 19 p.47) This figure as with the bone, also becomes
meaningless after a certain point.

Special Studies
Autopsies have been done in several studies during which the level of activity is
measured in the tissues to determine the content of plutonium in the body. They

-

then traced back to previous exposures of that person. In 1977, 700 autopsies done
were studiedl for plutonium concentration which included people occupationally
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exposed, medically exposed and members of the general population. The results are
seen in the table below. The tissues found to contain radiation were once again the
skeleton, the respiratory tract, the lymph nodes, the liver and also smaller amounts
in the kidneys and gonads. The difficulty with this study is that due to the small
samples of tissue taken, the extrapolation may be inaccurate.{CEC p.13)
In 1976, 200 autopsies on members of the general population were analyzed for

plutonium concentrations and the average values were found to be :
lung:

.27 picocuries/kilogram

liver:

.57 pCi/kg

lymph nodes: 1.35 pCi/kg
skeleton:

-

.23 pCi/kg

kidneys/gonads: .014 pCi/kg (less than)
(CEC p.16)

This study did not include any exposed workers, so the "average" may be fairly
accurate. Obviously, members of the general population do have a small amount of
plutonium within their bodies that is not causing severe detrimental effects. The
source does not state what the causes of death of these people were.
In order to study the effects of plutonium, 18 patients who had relatively short life

expectancy were intravenously injected with a known amount{.04 to 5.9 nanocuries)
of Plutonium between 1945 and 1947. Unfortunately, only four of these cases were
followed closely beyond 140 days and two beyond 200 days. It is known that eight
of these people survived for at least eight years and as of 1979, four were still alive.
-

The causes of death for all but one of those who died were identified and none
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were related to their exposure to plutonium. This study was also important in that
it measured urinary excretion rates of plutonium which were found to be between

4.7 to 7.6 pCi/ day up to 104 days after injection, which was higher than was
predicted.
Researchers at the University of Calfifornia, Berkeley are trying to find an antidote
for plutonium. They have discovered a compound containing carboxylic acid that
will bind with plutonium and cause it to be excreted in urine and feces, with no
tissue damage.

They are hoping they the compound will also be able to extract

plutonium that has recently been incorporated into bones. This compound has been
found to work well in mice, rats and dogs. The source did not state if or when
possible testing on humans would occur. (Trotter p.203) Such testing may not occur

-

until an occupational exposure or power plant accident warrants it.
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CONCLUSION
The studies in the last two sections confirm two important points about
plutonium : most humans have plutonium in their bodies and plutonium in the
body does not necessarily cause cancer, even 40 years after exposure. No deaths
have ever

be~en

attributed with certainty to plutonium.

There currently are law

suits by the wives of plutonium workers at Rocky Flats alleging that their husbands'
deaths from cancer were due to plutonium exposure at the plant. The decision in
this case will be very important to the Departments of Defense and Energy.
Whatever decision that is made will be based on a great deal of uncertainty.
Although animal studies have shown that high rates of plutonium exposure may be

-

a precursor to cancer, extrapolation of this data to humans is difficult. The animals
were

subjectE~d

to extremely high doses of radiation which members of the general

population would not receive, unless an accident much worse than the Chemobyl
incident occured. The animal doses were significant enough to cause damage to the
organs and tissues of the animal, perhaps making them more susceptible to the
induction of cancer.

Overexposure to any type of radiation has the potential to

cause cancer,: however, the induction process is not well understood.

There are

many interacting factors and variables that have not yet been explained.
The potential for exposure to amounts of plutonium that could effect health is
very small.

Through the process of living on this planet, human beings are

subjected to many types of radiation from their environment, including background
radiation due to cosmic rays and terrestrial sources; technologically enhanced natural

-

sources from the burning of fossil fuels and consumer products; medical and
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occupational sources; and the nuclear industry through fallout from weapons testing
and power production. Background and medical radiation each represent about half
of the radiation exposure to the average American with the other sources comprising
only 5%. Tablle shows the distribution of all the sources and the outlook to the year
2000. That which is of most concern is the "other environmental" category. The
main source within this category and that which is causing the steep slope is
nuclear reactors. This figure is based on estimated growth figures (before Three
Mile Island and Chemobyl) in the industry which has not taken place. However
due to recent encouragement for the industry and inclusion in the national energy
plan, this figu.re may one day approximate the truth.
Table 22 (Kathren p.84)
~_ _- - - - - - - - - TOTAL

-

~---------_ _

10'

t------------

I
I

NATURAL
MEDICAL

' - _ - - - - - - - - GLOBAL FAllOUT

100

- - - - MISCEllANEOUS

~_ _ _ _ _- - - - - - OCCUPATIONAL

OTHER
ENVIRONMENT Al

1960

1980

1990

2000

YEAR

Estimated Mean Annual External Whole Body Dose Equivalents in the
United States (Klement 1972, p. 167).

12

All these sources, according to the best estimate this radiation will result in a
lifetime mortality risk of radiation induced cancer of 77 to 226 excess cancer deaths
per million persons per rad. IT an effective dose of 1 rad is assumed, the lifetime
risk translate-s into approximately 151 cancer deaths per one million in the
population

01'

a risk of 1 : 66,000. (Hendee p.24) This should be compared to the

determined increases in cancer risk and life span shortening for various activities
are shown in Tables 23 and 24 which show that the nuclear industry represents a
very small hazard. Although these are just general estimates and the methodology
for their determinations cannot be assessed, the risk that nuclear power places on
our health is low compared to other aspects of our lives.
Table 23 (Mettler, Moseley p.2S1)
Risks That Increase Chance of Death by One Chance in a Million

..-

-

Activity

Cause of Death

Smoking I cigarette
Drinking 112 liter of wine
Spending I hr in a coal mine:
Spending 3 hr in a coal mine:
Living 2 days in New York or Boston
Rock climbing for 1112 min
Traveling 6 min by canoe
Traveling 10 mi by bicycle
Traveling 30-60 mi by car
Flying 1000 mi by jet
Flying 6000 mi by jet
Living 2 mo in Denver
Living 2 mo in average city
Being a man age 60 for 20 min
One chest x-ray taken in a good hospital
Living 2 mo with a cigarette, smoker
Eating 40 tsp of peanut buttc:r
Drinking Miami drinking wilter for I yr
Drinking thirty cans (12 oz) of diet soda
Living 5 yr at site boundary of a typical
. nuclear power plant in the open
Drinking 1000 soft drinks from recently
banned (24 oz) plastic bottles
Living 20 yr near PVC planlt

Cancer, heart disease
Cirrhosis of the liver
Black lung disease
Accident
Air pollution
Accident
Accident
Accident
Accident
Accident
Cancer caused by cosmic radiation
Cancer caused by cosmic radiation
Cancer caused by natural radioactivity
ntness
Cancer caused by radiation
Cancer, heart disease
Liver cancer caused by alfatoxin B
Cancer caused by chloroform
Cancer caused by saccharin
Cancer caused by radiation

Living 150 yr within 20 mi of a nuclear
power plant
Eating 100 charcoal-broiled steaks
RiSK of accident by living within 5 mi of a
nuclear reactor for 50 yr
Adapted from Pochin,l Cohen and

Lee.' and Wilson'

Cancer from acrylonitrile monomer
Cancer caused from vinyl chloride
(1976 standard)
Cancer caused by radiation
Cancer from benzopyrene
Cancer caused by radiation
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Table 24
(Mettler,Moseley p.2SO)
Lifespan Shortening Associated with Various
Conditions
Condition
Unmarried (male)
Cigarette smoking (male)
Heart disease
30% overweight
Cancer
Stroke
Motor vehicle accidents
Alcohol (U.S. average)
Accidents in home
Average job (accidents)
Drowning
Job with radiation exposure
Illicit drugs (U .S. average)
Natural radiation (BEIR. 1972)
Medical x-rays
Diet drinks
Reactor accidents (UCS, 1977)
Reactor accidents (Wash-1400. 1975)
Smoke alarm in home
Air bags in car

Days
3500

2250
2100
1300
980

100
201
130
95

14
41
40
18

8
6
2
2*
0.02·
-10
-50

tThese items assume that all U.S. power is nuclear.
UCS is Union of Concerned Scientists. the most prominenl
,roup of nuclear critics. From Cohen and Lee.'

Many would argue that humans should not be put at any risk due to the nuclear
industry. Ihis world is filled with risks. Unless Americans are willing to alter their
lifestyles and return to rather primitive living, they will need to find ways, aside
from the waning supplies of oil and natural gas, to meet their voracious appetite
for energy.

Plutonium and the nuclear industry are a byproduct of this hunger

and of the requirement the United States has placed upon itself to maintain its
Superpower status. It can only be hoped that the realization that the actions of
humans, as

E~xemplified

by the nuclear waste being produced today, can affect future

generations, perhaps even future civilizations, will result in more cautious
development: of technology in the future. (Chile, p.89)

-
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TERMINOLOGY

Absorbed dose: the amount of energy absorbed per unit mass of irradiated material;
measured in rads
Body burden: the amount of radioactive material present in a human or animal
Collective dose equivalent: the dose equivalent to a population in man-rem, that
is the sum of the products of the individual and the number of individuals in each
exposed group in a population
Cumulative dose: absorbed dose over a period of time due to repeated exposure

-

Curie: measures the activity in an amount of a radionuclide at a given time;
expectation value of the number of spontaneous nuclear reactions from that energy
state in a specific time interval; 1Bq = 37 pCi
G(giga) := 10 (9) 1,000,000,000
M(mega) = 10 (6)
k(kilo) = 10 (3)
m(milli) =: 10 (-3) .001
u(micro) := 10 (-6)
n(nano) := 10 (-9)
p(pico) =: 10 (-12)

Dose: the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to the material
Dose equivalent: the absorbed dose times a quality factor for that specific part of
the body; measured in rem
Dose equivalent commitment: the dose committed over a certain time period
resulting from human action
Exposure : r.~lating to the amount of ionizing radiation that is incident upon living
or inanimate material
Half life: time required for the radioactive isotope to lose 50% of its activity
Man-rem : a limit of the collective population dose evaluated by multiplying the
number of persons exposed times the average individual whole body dose in rems
Quality factor: weights absorbed dose for biologic effectiveness of the charged
particles producing the dose
Rad : energy dose absorbed by any material; any type of media absorbing 100
ergs/ gram ionizing radiation; this is an average quantity; .1 rad (alpha particle)
= 1 rem, 1 rad (beta) = 1 rem:

Rem (Roentgen Equivalent Man) : dose unit which equals the dose in rads times
the appropriate value of relative biological effectiveness for that particular radiation;
may be dose to tissue or to whole body; lSv = 100 mrem
UNSCEAR : The United Nations Science Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation; committee of the United Nations General Assembly
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